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Evolveum is a globally recognized EU-based organization that was established in 2011. With its dedicated team of professionals, Evolveum is the creator 

and maintainer of the leading open source identity platform, midPoint. The feature set covering identity governance and administration makes midPoint an 

ideal choice for organizations seeking digital transformation to enhance security and efficiency. 

Focuses on

Education, telecommunications, finance

Partner level

Bronze

Operates in

Slovakia, Czech Republic

Partner’s profile

https://evolveum.com/partners/inalogy/

Inalogy specializes in integrating a range of customizable solutions based on either 

open source or commercial products to meet the unique needs of their customers. 

Inalogy integrates innovative solutions focusing on identity management, access 

management, privileged access management, and perimeter protection, which all help 

organizations safeguard their valuable digital assets.

What customers’ needs does midPoint usually address?
MidPoint is a very capable and versatile identity management tool that helps our customers automate identity and 
password provisioning together with customized user workflows. A user-friendly access requesting interface enables users 
to self-manage their accesses. We do our best to always provide the latest midPoint release to supply our customers with 
all available advanced features. 

What can an organization that is considering working with you expect from your cooperation? 
At Inalogy, we value our customers and put maximum effort into bringing the best solutions for their money. Our team At Inalogy, we value our customers and put maximum effort into bringing the best solutions for their money. Our team 
constantly improves in identity management and cyber security domains to be not only a vendor of IdM solutions but a 
trusted partner and advisor in terms of managing and protecting their digital assets.

What are some of your exciting plans for the coming months?
Some exciting goals await us for the upcoming year. We recently became Evolveum's bronze partner and a plan is to reach Some exciting goals await us for the upcoming year. We recently became Evolveum's bronze partner and a plan is to reach 
the silver level. As we have native Hungarian speakers on our team, we will be opening a branch office in Budapest, thus 
becoming the first Evolveum partner in Hungary. Moreover, for the benefit of the community, we anticipate publishing 
several new midPoint connectors.

Inalogy specializes in integrating midPoint in Central 
Europe. Ján Marcin, the COO, will tell us what pain points 
they usually address, what cooperation with Inalogy looks 
like and what their plans in the next months are.
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